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I hope he does not mind but Brett McEnteee, of Washington State University, published this artcle on what is 
part of the history of all Sierra Leone students. I hope you fnd it useful!

Research Questonn What is the root cause of Sierra Leone’s modern indigent economic status?

From colonial control, to the fght for independence to a raging civil war, Sierra Leone has sufered much 

hardship throughout its history. Poverty remains widespread throughout the country and has had devastatng 

results on the people and its economy. Today the country of Sierra Leone who was once a thriving Britsh 

settlement, has 60%  of its populaton living under the poverty line and is now ofcially the poorest country in the

world. Years of economic decline and contnuing armed confict have had dramatc efects on the country, its 

economy and its people. The great penury Sierra Leone sufers from today is a direct result of the prolonged 

colonial rule that controlled every economic and politcal move, eventually leaving the economy feeble and later 

causing a civil war that would tear the naton apart from the inside out. 

Fig 1: Sierra 

Leone- Freetown

 

With the creaton of Freetown in 1787 by English settlers, the colony was civilized by either the Britsh, 

discharged black soldiers or runaway slaves. [1] Afer the abolishment of the slave trade in 180%7, the Britsh 

government took responsibility for Sierra Leone. Throughout the next half century nearly 50%,0%0%0% freed naval 

slaves would be imported in the country, who in which had no common language with one another. With the 

instability the freed slaves of the town maintained, missionaries provided them a common culture based on the 

English language and Christanity [2]. The cites and people in the region grew and adapted to base their lives of 

the Britsh ways and culture. When many people, mostly the black poor, eventually settled in the northern areas 

of the peninsula, a division of Freetown (the Crown Colony) and the creaton of the Protectorate created a huge 

of balance among the people and developed a type of segregaton within the Britsh settlement. With the Britsh

government only recognizing the Crown Colony, it created many discriminatory aspects and confict between the

two groups of people. [3] The civilians of the colonies grew angry with many of the Britsh acts and caused a 

great division among them due to social status, educaton and more.
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Although Sierra Leone is a country of valuable natural resources such as the diamond, they stll sufer extreme 

poverty. They have been cursed with war far and penury ever since their independence and it’s due to the 

history of government corrupton, insufcient infrastructure, poor educaton and inadequuate civil rights. [4] Due 

to the long history of colonial rule, once Sierra Leone gained independence, the naton was lef uneducated, 

unstable and impoverished. When the Britsh handed over their rule of the colony and declared it an 

independent naton in 1961, it was a tme of achievement and happiness for many of the people.[5] But it was 

soon realized that afer 150% years of Britsh colonial rule and most of their civilians descendants of poor, black 

freed slaves, that the naton had no stability without its former rich rulers. The struggle the state would soon 

enter due to this deserton and past colonial conficts such as the division of the Crown Colony and the 

Protectorate would be the direct cause of such violence and the civil war that would begin in the early 1990%’s 

and last for nearly a decade. This war within the country would become one of the most vicious wars during post

independent Africa. Due to the frustraton with government, the economy and more that had resulted from 

Britsh rule, the people turned on each other and within their show for hatred, mass rape, murder and many 

other bloodthirsty crimes erupted within the new naton. Sierra Leone had the potental to be a thriving, 

prosperous state but instead it became a living hell due its extreme instability and its inexperience of running its 

own powerful state with the release from Britain.

Fig 2: 

Sierra Leone, 20%0%3: Patrolling the border with Liberia, trying to ward of rebel attacks.
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Fig 3: Voters wait in 

line to cast their ballots in presidental, parliamentary, and local electons, outside a polling staton in the Kroo 

Bay neighborhood of Freetown, Sierra Leone, Saturday, Nov. 17, 20%12.

Release from colonial rule has not been kind to the country. Independence has caused severe cycles of poverty 

that is led by a corrupted, one-party rule government that has caused much disagreement among the civilians. 

These conficts have been the reason for the erupton of civil war and anger among the country. [6] Many 

researchers have proven that civil war is a direct result of politcal instability. Hoefer and many other 

researchers have claimed and proven that, “the risk of civil war outbreak is also likely increased in cases of the 

existence of large diaspora, a low per capita income, a low growth rate, a dispersed populaton and fnally a 

higher populaton in total.” [7] The dreadful economic decline that came with and caused the civil war and social

turmoil destroyed both social and physical framework and impoverished the country.  Vast numbers of children 

were forced into the vicious war by rebel groups such as the Revolutonary United Front (RUF) and the 

destructon of thousands of families along with the economy, agriculture and more grew more common every 

day. Agricultural producton declined, which efected food pricing and rural incomes. It disturbed educaton, and 

increased violence, manly on women and families which would cause the mass spread of HIV/AIDS. Today, due 

to these occurrences, according to the UNDP Human Development Index, Sierra Leone is the poorest country in 

the world having 75  of its entre populaton living below the poverty line. [8] The country is stll struggling to 

gain it’s stability afer such a long, painful history of colonial control.

Beginning with its development as a colony that supported free and runaway slaves, Sierra Leone was essentally

constructed on the Britsh government and economy and poor black families that lived and worked among them.

Due to the severe disagreement and instability afer the independence from Britain, the civil war that erupted 

within the country would completely tear the naton apart and ruin its every potental of surviving successfully 

without greater control. Without Britsh rule having such a tght grip on Sierra Leone’s economy and people 

during its upbringing, the naton would have had a chance to grow independently, resultng in a healthy 

economy and politcal system that would have prevented the bloody war that tore through its cites and lef the 

naton more fragile than ever before.
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What was forecast for 2018 – how is it looking?

Sierra Leone Economic Outlook

Economic performance and outlook

With the discovery of iron ore in 20%11, mining became the main growth driver, resultng in an 
unprecedented growth rate of 21  in 20%13. However, following the downward trend in the 
internatonal price of iron ore and the outbreak of the Ebola virus in 20%14—the economy 
contracted 20%.6  in 20%15. Resumpton of operaton by one of the two iron ore companies led to a 
rebound of the economy, with a growth rate of 6.3  in 20%16 and an estmated 5.7  in 20%17. The 
outlook for 20%18 and beyond will contnue to be challenging, due to the uncertainty surrounding 
the internatonal prices of iron ore. GDP growth is expected to be 6.1  in 20%18 and 6.5  in 20%19. 

Macroeconomic evoluton

Lower revenue and substantal expenditure needs, coupled with the impact of the twin shocks, led
to deterioraton of the fscal situaton. The budget defcit stood at 6.5  of GDP in 20%16 and is 
estmated at 5.8  in 20%17. Lower export receipts created a shortage of forex, leading to a sharp 
depreciaton of the Leone against the U.S. dollar by an average of 20%  in 20%16. The pass-through 
efect of this depreciaton set in moton an infatonary trend, 11.5  in 20%16 and an estmated 
18.4  in 20%17, far above the single-digit targets set by the authorites. This development 
challenged the monetary policy operaton throughout the review period. To contain the pressure, 
the monetary authorites adopted a tght monetary policy stance by increasing the monetary 
policy rate from 11  in 20%15 to 12  in 20%16 to 13  in 20%17. According to the latest debt 
sustainability analysis by the authorites, the country remains at moderate risk of debt distress. 
Contractng non-concessional fnance needs to be avoided. 

Tailwinds

The success, albeit limited, in closing the infrastructure gap in roads, energy, and 
telecommunicatons will help boost economic growth and reduce poverty through private-sector 
development and attracton of foreign direct investment. It also has the potental to support the 
economic diversifcaton drive currently advocated by the government and development partners. 
In 20%18, Sierra Leone will hold its sixth democratc electons since the end of confict and is ranked 



39 out of 163 countries on the 20%17 Global Peace Index. This relatve peace may, however, be put 
to a real test in the months leading to and following the March 20%18 presidental and 
parliamentary electons, based on the current situaton and expectatons. 

Headwinds

The historically low fscal revenue was exacerbated by the fall in internatonal iron ore prices and 
subsequuent closure of the iron ore sector. Revenue fell from 13  of non–iron ore GDP in 20%13 to 
10%  in 20%15. Higher domestc borrowing is an issue, and government fnance costs could rise 
substantally. Expenditure adjustment will be difcult in an electon year, which may derail 
compliance with the Internatonal Monetary Fund’s Extended Credit Facility (ECF) program. There 
are indicatons that the frst review under the ECF will not be completed on the grounds that the 
government has not curtailed the fscal defcit enough. These developments could worsen the 
infaton rate, which is trending upward. The dependence on primary commodity exports makes 
the country extremely vulnerable to external shocks. All these challenges are compounded by the 
lack of good governance practces as the fragile country contnues to do poorly in most 
internatonal assessments on the fght against corrupton
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Best wishes,

John

19th June, 2018
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